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Integrating RDX® QuikStor™ into
QNAP® NAS Backup
QNAP NAS Systems provide an OS-built in utility to secure business critical data. With 
the integration of Tandberg Data‘s RDX QuikStor removable media system, users can 
now implement a full disaster recovery protection solution or use it with QNAP‘s Virtua-
lization Station for data protection.

All QNAP NAS storage systems offer data redundancy via RAID technology. RAID doesn‘t protect 
you from data losses and it should be backed up to an external device to be protected against hard-
ware failures or human  errors regularly. An easy to use built in utility allows scheduled backups to 
USB attached devices like memory sticks or external hard disks.
However, these devices don‘t offer much reliability and durability, as they are not specifically de-
signed for backup and archiving tasks with on/offline storage requirements. The RDX QuikStor 
 removable  storage system is a media based rugged, reliable and convenient backup appliance, 
which fits  perfectly into a professional backup strategy. With its USB3+ technology, RDX QuikStor 
easily  attaches to QNAP NAS system‘s USB3.0 port and is ready to go.
After the backup job has completed, the RDX QuikStor media can be ejected to be placed into a 
secure location. Another media should then be inserted for the next backup job. This media rotation 
scenario provides the best protection against data loss and unpredictable failures and disasters.
The following guide explains how to integrate a RDX QuikStor drive directly to a QNAP NAS  system 
and how to schedule a backup job. In addition, this guide refers to the QNAP Virtualization Station 
and explains how RDX is assigned to virtual machines.
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Introduce RDX QuikStor to QNAP NAS

 

Choose External Storage.

 

Start your NAS system and 
connect your RDX QuikStor drive 
to the USB 3.0 port at the back of 
your NAS system.
Insert an RDX media into the 
drive. 

There might start a popup 
window, offering some options.  
  
Click Close.

RDX media are preformatted with 
NTFS for Windows compatibility 
and are ready to use for backup. 
You might want to change this to 
EXT4 for maximum backup perfor-
mance.

If you want to keep the NTFS 
filesystem, proceed to the next 
chapter!

Otherwise click on Control Panel 
and choose Storage & Snapshots.
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All attached RDX drives are displayed. 
Select the desired drive and click on 
Actions and Format.

 

Choose the desired filesystem 
and enter a label. You might want 
to enable encryption to ensure 
that data on RDX media
cannot be accessed during trans-
port and off-site storage.

In this case, a password is  
required.

Click on Format.

The device is now ready to use.
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From the main menu, start Hybrid 
Backup Sync.

 

If you start Hybrid Backup Sync 
the first time, there will appear a 
5-slide introduction of the appli-
cation.

In addition, if there has no backup 
job defined yet, a start screen will 
be displayed.

Choose Create Backup Job.

 

As we want to backup to a local 
attached RDX, choose Local 
Backup.

Create a Backup Job to RDX
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The storage space name  
Local Storage 1 is automatically 
assigned. You might change that 
name according to your needs. 

Select the desired storage space. 
In our case, we choose the 
subdirectory Backup Data of the 
external attached RDX drive.

Click OK.

 

The job name Local Backup 1 is 
automatically assigned. You might 
change that name according to 
your needs.

Select the source location of your 
files you want to backup.

 

Select the destination of your 
backup.

The destination is defined as a 
Local Storage Space. Initially, 
we need to add a local storage 
space.

Select Add Local Storage 
Space.
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The scheduler allows you to choose 
between minutely, hourly, daily, 
weekly or monthly or one-time 
backups.

Determine your desired schedule.

Click on Policy.

 

You might choose from several 
backup options. Hover over the i 
symbol to get a brief description of 
the entire option.

Click on Filter.

 

The storage space is now as-
signed as the backup target.

Hybrid Backup Sync is able to 
keep multiple versions of your 
backup if you enable the checkbox 
Enable multi-version backup.

Select Advanced Settings to ad-
just the parameters of this backup 
job according to your needs.
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You can filter the files, which 
should be backed up according to 
their size, date, or type.

Determine your desired filters.

Click on Versions.

 

If you enabled the checkbox 
Enable multi-version backup as 
explained above, you are able to 
specify the number of backup- 
versions you want to keep and the 
retention time.

Click on Events.

 

The Events menu allows you to 
set the maximum size for log files 
and enables email notification.

Click on Apply.
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The backup job has been defined 
and will start according to the 
defined schedule.

To setup another job, click on 
Create Job in the All Jobs menu.
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Performing a restore

 

From the main menu start Hybrid 
Backup Sync.

 

From the Overview menu select 
Restore.

 

Select Local NAS and Backup 
Job as the source.

The backup jobs will be dis-
played. Choose the backup job 
you want to perform the restore.

Click on Next.
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If you enabled multi version back-
up, select the desired version of 
your backup, otherwise select the 
latest version.

Select the desired folders you 
want to restore.

Then specify the destination fold-
er you want to place the restore.

Click on Apply.

 

The restore job will be displayed 
in the All Jobs overview window.

Further jobs can be created by 
selecting Create Job.
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From the main menu select 
Virtualzation Station.

 

The Virtualization Station over-
view screen appears, displaying 
all available virtual machines. 
Select the desired virtual machine 
you want to attach the RDX Quik-
Stor drive.

Click on the USB Icon.

Using the Virtualization Station
Most QNAP NAS storage systems offer the Virtualizartion Station application (see the supported 
NAS models list for compatible systems). QNAP Virtualization Station enables virtualized desktop 
operations on the NAS for managing multiple virtual machines with multiple operating system types. 
With the easy-to-use interface, you can centrally manage all virtual machines created on the Turbo 
NAS with least efforts.
RDX QuikStor drives can be assigned to a virtual machine and benefit from removable storage for  
backup and archiving tasks with any supported application (see our software compatibility 
list for supported applications). In addition, you can install software utilities like rdxLOCK 
for regulatory compliance archiving (WORM), where data must not be deleted or 
overwritten, or for ransomware protection (RansomBlock), which secures backups against 
virus and ransomware attacks and ensures full recovery in case of infected data and 
blocked computer systems or RDX Manager with PowerEncrypt feature for integrated  
SATA III drives (currently available for QNAP TVS-882BR only), which encrypts data stored on RDX 
media for secure transportation and archiving.
In addition to the internal data store of the VM, the virtual machines can access directly data stored 
on the NAS system. With this, NAS data can be backed up to RDX using any RDX compatible 
backup application.

Assigning a RDX QuikStor USB drive to a virtual machine

https://www.qnap.com/solution/virtualization-station/en-us/virtualization.php?content=supported
https://www.qnap.com/solution/virtualization-station/en-us/virtualization.php?content=supported
http://www.tandbergdata.com/default/assets/File/PDFs/TD_SoftwareCompatibilityList.pdf
http://www.tandbergdata.com/default/assets/File/PDFs/TD_SoftwareCompatibilityList.pdf
http://www.tandbergdata.com/emea/index.cfm/products/data-protection-software/rdxlock-software/
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Choose the RDX QuikStor drive 
you want to assign.

Click on OK.

 

The RDX USB drive has been 
assigned ... 

 

... and can be used in the virtual 
machine.
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Start the Virtualization Station.

Stop the virtual machine, you want 
to assign the RDX QuikStor SATA III 
drive and click on the Settings icon.

 

Expand the Blu-ray section on the 
right hand side of the windows by 
clicking on the + sign. 

Click on Mount.

Assigning a RDX QuikStor SATA III drive to a virtual machine (available for QNAP TVS-882BR)

The QNAP TVS-882 NAS system offers an regular 5,25“ drive bay for integration of an internal RDX 
QuikStor SATA III drive. The advantage of this solution is the clean integration of RDX QuikStor, 
without external cables and devices.
Another big advantage is the utilization of the hardware encryption PowerEncrypt provided by 
the RDX Manager software for SATA III drives, which can be installed on Windows-based virtual 
machines.   
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The RDX SATA III drive has been 
assigned and can be used in the 
virtual machine ... 

 

... for example as a backup target 
for the built-in Windows Backup 
utility.

 

By installing the RDXManager 
and rdxLOCK software, you can 
use WORM, Ransomblock and 
PowerEncrypt features.
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